
EXPERIENCE, WISDOM AND INTEGRITY—
WE DELIVER EACH ONE

Freedom Wealth Alliance was established with a passion to serve each  
client as though they are the only client.

Our business cornerstone is a personal relationship built on integrity and the understanding  
of what is most important to our clients. “We care about what you care about,” explains  
President and Founder Kurt Rozman. “Our ultimate goal is your freedom - we want to  
remove some of your stress so you have the freedom to enjoy your life.” 

Utilizing a comprehensive blend of innovative technology and experienced advisors,  
Freedom Wealth Alliance comes alongside each client to EDUCATE, ENGAGE and  
EMPOWER. With a collaborative, team-based approach, Freedom Wealth Alliance  
develops tailored strategies with the goal of accumulating, managing, and preserving  
wealth. Our operating systems are built with you in mind, offering each individual and  
family flexible options in navigating the ever changing landscape of financial markets.

In addition, with Freedom Wealth Alliance, you don’t have to choose between the  
personalized attention of a smaller, independent practice and the stability of a  
larger one.  Our team offers a first-class customer experience alongside the  
strength of our alliance with LPL Financial, the #1 independent broker/dealer  
in the nation.* We also utilize Schwab as an outside custodian.

We want to offer you a confident approach to LIVING WELL and  
LIVING FREE. With the benefit of our extensive knowledge, experience  
and resources, we help to increase financial awareness, review available  
options and implement appropriate strategies for working toward your  
financial goals. Our investment advisor representatives are held to the  
fiduciary standard of care for our advisory clients, and it is our duty of  
loyalty and care to put your interest above our own and we wouldn’t  
want it any other way. 

Our goal is to offer you a confident approach to  
Living Well and Living Free, however you define it!

*  As reported by Financial Planning magazine, June 1996-2015, based on total revenue.

WHO WE ARE



WHAT WE DO

NOW THAT YOU KNOW WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO, GIVE US A  

CALL OR VISIT US ON THE WEB TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW WE DO IT!

YOU HAVE DREAMS AND GOALS
Your goals may go back to the days of your first piggy bank. Let us help identify the obstacles standing  

between you and the freedom to pursue your dreams. We will help you understand the impact good  

planning can have on you long term goals. Often times, a solution may be closer than you think!  

Your journey begins with a discussion focused on you and your dreams.

   Discover, define, and prioritize your goals.

   Identify and understand the impact of different investment strategies. 

     Develop a meaningful financial plan centered on your dreams and goals—even the little ones.

CUSTOMIZED NAVIGATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Your participation includes helping us understand your dream destination and the lifestyle you  

always hoped to have. It’s our job to do the navigating and to help with any detours along the way.  

Like the GPS in your car, we offer you the tools you need to assist with your expedition. As a client,  

you have access to our extensive suite that integrates technology and resources.

   View and interact with your financial dashboard, when you want and how you want.

     Access your support team through phone, e-mail or secure live chat. Our screen-sharing  
technology makes this possible from the comfort of your own home. 

    Explore different scenarios and possible impact on your goals as your advisor can offer  
personalized guidance throughout your journey using our interactive decision center.

    We believe a well-constructed plan can give you a feeling of FREEDOM in knowing you  
can plan your life around your goals. 

FREEDOM TO LIVE
Freedom empowers you to go live out your dreams. Plan the big trips, embrace the milestones of your  

achievements and pursue life to the fullest! Your financial plan should be a representation of your unique  

dreams; it is our goal to help you LIVE WELL~ LIVE FREE knowing you are working toward the life that  

matters most to you. 

   Live in a way that allows your goals to impact your life, not the other way around.

   Create options that allow you to instantly seize the day every day.

    Confidence knowing your advisory team understands you goals and priorities and shares your vision. 
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Kurt Rozman, CFS, AAMS President

One of Kurt’s professional principles is  
that goals and dreams will remain just  
that, until you develop a plan to help  
you live them out. He takes great joy in 
leading an organization that encourages 
team members and clients alike to discover 
their visions for freedom and take steps in 
working towards them!  Built on integrity 

and 20-plus years of experience, his role  
as lead Portfolio Manager offers wisdom 
drawn from experience and a disciplined 
investment philosophy. Kurt’s passion for 
defensive money management strategies 
has been quoted in the Wall Street Journal, 
Dow Jones Newswires, Financial Planning, 
and in a live interview on TheStreet.com.   

Eric Kulwicki, CFA, Senior Portfolio Manager

As the Senior Portfolio Manager, Eric  
leverages his passion and experience  
investing in the global financial markets  
to manage diversified, multi-asset  
portfolios to help our clients pursue  
their financial goals.  
 

He leads the firm’s Investment  
Committee to determine investment  
strategy, drive research and construct  
portfolios with a keen focus on managing 
risk on behalf of our clients.

Paul Serdynski, CFP®, Financial Advisor

Paul adds great value to our team at  
Freedom Wealth Alliance as a CERTIFIED 
FINANCIAL PLANNING Professional with  
14 years of experience as a Financial  
Advisor. His disciplined and thorough  
approach helps clients discover and  
 

prioritize their goals and develop,  
implement and monitor their personal  
financial life plan.  

WHO WE ARE
 

Shannon F. Smith, MBA, Vice President

As Vice President, Shannon helps ensure 
that the firm’s strategy-focused resources 
are leveraged to maximize the client wealth 
experience. He works closely with clients, 
taking the time to develop a dynamic and 
meaningful financial plan that captures  
each client’s goals. In keeping his clients  

on track, Shannon is actively engaged in  
the monitoring and adjusting of client  
plans and portfolios. Through regular  
reviews, clients are kept well acquainted 
with important market developments,  
portfolio performance and updates to  
their financial plans. 

Best in Client Satisfaction  
Wealth Manager

2013-2015 

FIVE STAR AWARD
as seen in Milwaukee Magazine

Best in Client Satisfaction  
Wealth Manager

2013-2016 

FIVE STAR AWARD
as seen in Milwaukee Magazine

Best in Client Satisfaction  
Wealth Manager

2014-2015 

FIVE STAR AWARD
as seen in Milwaukee Magazine



Thomas Ramsett, Financial Advisor

Tom has 15 years of experience in managing 
investment portfolios for individuals and 
businesses. He specializes in personalized  
investment strategies mapped out by 
carefully considering their investment needs, 
financial goals and risk tolerance. He takes 
great joy in helping clients develop a clear 

understanding of their financial goals and, 
with that information, together developing  
a course to monitor and track their progress. 

Darren Liberski, Vice President, Investments and Planning

Darren has spent the last 15 plus years of 
his professional career helping people work 
toward financial freedom. He authentically 
connects with clients through a consistent 
drive to serve beyond mere money managing. 
This passion and experience allow him to  
advise with client-centered, innovative  

wisdom. He is dedicated and focused,  
maximizing each advising opportunity as 
a purpose-driven investment that makes 
sense for the client’s unique set of goals.

Shawn Hittman, Financial Advisor

Shawn is our on-site market strategist 
and political analyst. His philosophy is to 
take a conservative approach to portfolio 
management. He watches leading market 
indicators to proactively minimize some of 
the potential risk in investor portfolios. With 
the perspective that market participation is 

an ongoing process of analyzing risk versus 
potential reward, Shawn finds that the best 
offense is a great defense. 

Adrian Zilvetti, Senior Vice President, Investments and Planning

For nearly two decades Adrian has provided 
a personalized suite of integrated strategies 
to address even the most complex financial  
needs confronting families. He focuses on 
preserving and enhancing wealth through 
financial planning, tax-intelligent investment 
management, and charitable planning.  

Adrian uses his experience to create  
an environment in which our clients  
can feel engaged and empowered  
with their future. 

Best in Client Satisfaction  
Wealth Manager

2013-2015 

FIVE STAR AWARD
as seen in Milwaukee Magazine

Best in Client Satisfaction  
Wealth Manager

2013-2016 

FIVE STAR AWARD
as seen in Milwaukee Magazine

Best in Client Satisfaction  
Wealth Manager

2013-2015 

FIVE STAR AWARD
as seen in Milwaukee Magazine

Best in Client Satisfaction  
Wealth Manager

2014-2015 

FIVE STAR AWARD
as seen in Milwaukee Magazine

The Five Star Award is based on 10 objective criteria associated with providing quality services to clients such as credentials, experience, and assets under  
management among other factors. Wealth managers do not pay a fee to be considered or placed on the final list 2013/2014/2015 of Five Star Wealth Managers.



Robin Rozman, Director of Client Relations, Administration

Bryan Ratkowski, Client Solution Specialist

As Director of Client Relations, Robin is 
dedicated to making each client’s service 
experience rich with excellence, warmth 
 and efficiency. She directs the flow of  
communications to and from advisors  
and their clients, ensuring the needs of  

each client are being clearly understood and 
addressed. Robin takes great joy in learning 
about each client and is focused on creating 
the kinds of service and communication you 
look forward to being a part of. 

Bryan specializes in the administrative  
needs tied to servicing your accounts.  
He will assist you with account changes, 
check processing, IRA contributions and 
distributions, transferring money and  
securities, as well as online access. He  
can help you better understand your  

monthly statements and corporate  
communications you may have questions 
about. With first class attention to detail 
and thorough knowledge of our operating 
systems, Bryan ensures that operational 
activities for your accounts are healthy at  
all times. 

YOUR CLIENT SERVICE TEAM:

Cris Adams, Registered Administrative Associate

Cris Adams’ primary focus is on client  
service.  She has dedicated her financial 
career to helping clients with service needs.  
Cris is thrilled to be working with Freedom 
Wealth Alliance, a place and purpose that 

energizes and focuses her work life.  She is 
the first smiling face our clients look forward 
to seeing when they visit our office.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION,  
GREAT RESOURCES AND HELPFUL TOOLS.
www.freedomwealthalliance.com



INDEPENDENCE POWERED BY LPL FINANCIALYOU HAVE DREAMS AND GOALS
Your goals may go back to the days of your first piggy bank. Let us help identify the obstacles standing  

between you and the freedom to pursue your dreams. We will help you understand the impact good  

planning can have on you long term goals. Often times, a solution may be closer than you think!  

Your journey begins with a discussion focused on you and your dreams.

   Discover, define, and prioritize your goals.

   Identify and understand the impact of different investment strategies. 

     Develop a meaningful financial plan centered on your dreams and goals—even the little ones.

CUSTOMIZED NAVIGATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Your participation includes helping us understand your dream destination and the lifestyle you  

always hoped to have. It’s our job to do the navigating and to help with any detours along the way.  

Like the GPS in your car, we offer you the tools you need to assist with your expedition. As a client,  

you have access to our extensive suite that integrates technology and resources.

   View and interact with your financial dashboard, when you want and how you want.

     Access your support team through phone, e-mail or secure live chat. Our screen-sharing  
technology makes this possible from the comfort of your own home. 

    Explore different scenarios and possible impact on your goals as your advisor can offer  
personalized guidance throughout your journey using our interactive decision center.

    We believe a well-constructed plan can give you a feeling of FREEDOM in knowing you  
can plan your life around your goals. 

FREEDOM TO LIVE
Freedom empowers you to go live out your dreams. Plan the big trips, embrace the milestones of your  

achievements and pursue life to the fullest! Your financial plan should be a representation of your unique  

dreams; it is our goal to help you LIVE WELL~ LIVE FREE knowing you are working toward the life that  

matters most to you. 

   Live in a way that allows your goals to impact your life, not the other way around.

   Create options that allow you to instantly seize the day every day.

    Confidence knowing your advisory team understands you goals and priorities and shares your vision. 
 

Freedom Wealth Alliance is supported by the resources of LPL Financial, the nation’s largest independent 
broker/dealer.*The investment advisor representatives of Freedom Wealth Alliance, a Registered Investment Advisor, are 
held to a fiduciary standard of care for all advisory clients and are fully committed to putting our clients best interest first 
above our own.   

*As reported by Financial Planning magazine, June 1996–2015, based on total revenue.

Securities offered through LPL Financial, member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advice offered through Freedom Wealth Alliance, a registered investment advisor and separate entity 
from LPL Financial. © Copyright 2016, Freedom Wealth Alliance.

www.freedomwealthalliance.com
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